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i 
If M is a realtime deterministic pushdown store acceptor, the language 
L(M) accepted by M by final state and empty store is linear context-free if 
and only if a certain grammar obtained from M is linear context-free. Hence, it 
is polynomially decidable for realtime deterministic pushdown store automata M 
whether L(M) is linear context-free. If M is a realtime deterministic pushdown 
store acceptor and L(M) is linear context-free, we can construct a realtime 
single turn deterministic pushdown store automaton _~r with L(M) = L(~I). 
Hence "L(M) ~ L" is decidable for M a realtime deterministic pushdown 
store acceptor and L the language accepted by final state by a single turn deter- 
ministic pushdown store acceptor. 
Many decision problems for deterministic pushdown store automata have 
remained open since they were first studied (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966). 
The most notable is the equivalence problem; this problem has been shown 
equivalent to the equivalence problem for monadic recursion schemes (Friedman, 
1977a) and various subeases have been solved (McNaughton, 1967; Rosenkrantz 
and Stearns, 1970; Korenjak and Hopcroft; 1966; Valiant, 1973, 1974; Valiant and 
Paterson, 1975; Beeri, 1976; Greibach and Friedman, 1978a, b; Fr iedman and 
Greibach, 1978; Oyamaguchi et al., 1978). There are also the "containment" 
problems of the following nature: for a class of languages c~ which does not 
include all deterministic context-free languages and a deterministic pushdown 
store automaton M, is the language accepted by M a member of ¢C ? The strongest 
result on those lines was obtained by Stearns (1967) and the timing of the algo- 
r ithm improved by Valian t (1975): it is decidable whether a deterministic 
pushdown store automaton accepts a regular set. Some containment problems 
are also equivalent o problems on schemes: the containment problem with 
respect o the class of simple languages is equivalent to the problem of deter- 
mining whether or not a monadic recursion scheme has a strongly equivalent 
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free scheme (Friedman, 1977b). Other containment problems are related to 
equivalence problems: the equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown 
automata is equivalent to the containment problem relative to the class of LR(0) 
languages (Geller and Harrison, 1977). 
These problems have been examined for the special subclass of real-time 
context-free languages, to see whether they could be solved in this case and, 
where algorithms were known in the general case, whether faster algorithms 
would be possible than in the general case. It has been shown recently that the 
method used byValiant (1973)to decide quivalence for nonsingular automata will 
work for realtime pushdown store automata ccepting by final state and empty 
store (Oyamaguehi etal., 1978). Most of the containment problems remain open. 
Harrison and Havel (1972) and Valiant (1975) observed that it is polynomially 
decidable whether a realtime pushdown store automaton accepts (by final state 
and empty store) a regular set. In this note, we extend this result to the acceptance 
of linear context-free languages. We show that it is polynomially decidable 
whether a realtime pushdown store automaton accepts by final state and empty 
store a linear context-free language. The restriction "by final state and empty 
store" is necessary since the method is no longer valid for acceptance "by final 
state alone", although we conjecture that the problem is decidable in that case. 
The algorithm for deciding for a realtime pushdown store automaton M 
whether L(M), the language M accepts by final state and empty store, is a linear 
context-free language is very simple. One obtains from M the canonical reduced 
context-free grammar GM corresponding to M, turns nonterminals which are 
not self-embedding into terminals and simply examines whether the resulting 
grammar (~M is linear context-free. Then L(M) is linear context-free if and only 
if GM is already a linear context-free grammar. 
The only work comes in showing that, if G~t is not linear, then L(M) is not 
linear context-free. This involves using special pumping properties of linear 
context-free languages to show that certain classes of bounded languages are not 
linear context-free. 
We start by establishing terminology for realtime pushdown store automata 
and context-free grammars. For our machines, we use a variant of the notation 
in (Valiant, 1973). 
A realtime pushdown store automaton (pda) is denoted by M ~ (K, 27, F, H, 
q0, Z0, F) where K is a finite set of states, z~ is a finite set of input symbols, F is a 
finite set ofpushdown store (pds) symbols, qo in K is the initial state, Z o in F is the 
initial pushdown store symbol, F C_ K is the set of accepting or final states and the 
transition set H is a finite subset of K x F x ~ x K x F* obeying the follow- 
ing restrictions. 1 We write (q, A, a, p, y) in H as (q, A)---~ (p, y) and call 
(q, A) the mode of the rule with input a; our condition on H is that H contains, 
1 We use e for the empty word and let L + ~ {wl "" w~ [ n ~ 1, w~ in L} and L* 
L + ~ {e}; we write {w) + as w +. 
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for each input symbol a and mode (q, A), at most one rule with mode (q, A) 
and input a. We call M 1-increasing if for each rule (q, A, a, p, y) in H, [ y [ <~ 2. 
A pair (q, yA), q in K, A in / ' ,  y in 1"*, is a configuration with mode (q, A) 
while (q, e) is a configuration with mode (q, e). I f  (q, A) --~ (p, y) in H, then we 
write (q, uA)___~a (p, uy) for any u in _P* and call it a 1-step computation. I f
c 1 ---~ c 2 and c 2 --->~ c3 , we write q --+~ c~ and let c --+~ c trivially for any con- 
figuration c. 
Our machines accept by final state and empty store so the language accepted 
by Mis  
L(M) = {w in Z* I for some f in F, (q0, Z0) -~  (f, e)}. 
Unlike Valiant, we do not allow the pda to operate with empty stack (no rules 
(q, e, a, p, y)). This avoids some complications in notation, but does not affect 
the classes of languages involved because we allow endmarkers. 
For a configuration c = (q, y), the state of c is state(c) = q and the stack height 
of c is I c I ~ [Y [.2 I f  we have a series of 1-step computations q __~al c2 __~a~ 
c3 __~a3 ... __~a~ %+1 with I ct I ~ I ci I, 2 ~ i ~ n ~- 1, we write q T (al "'" an)%+l. 
This is a stacking computation. On the other hand, if I ci I /> [ %+1 !, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
we write q ,~ (a 1 "- a~) c~+ 1 and call it a popping computation. Observe that, if 
1 q t ~ I c~+1 I, the computation can be both stacking and popping. 
A pda makes a " turn"  when it changes from stacking to popping; that is, if 
there is a subcomputation 
cl T (~) c2 t (u) e3 
with I cl I < I c21 and Ic21 > l c~l. I f  Iq  ] = I c31, we can consider this to be 
a "hump"  in the computation. A pda is single turn if no computation from the 
initial configuration (%, Zo) contains more than one turn; it isfinite turn if there 
is a k >/1 such that no computation from the initial configuration contains more 
than k 'd ist inct  turns. 
DEFINITION. A language L is realtime if there is a realtime pda M such that 
either L = L(M) or L~ = L(M) for some symbol g. 
We write a context-free grammar as G = (17, Z', P, S) where l/" is a finite 
vocabulary, Z C V, S is in V - -  27 and P is a finite set of rules of the form 
Z --~ y, Z e V - -  2J, y ~ V*. Members of 27 are called terminals and members of 
V -- 27, nonterminals. For u, v in V*, and Z -+ y in P, we write uZv ~ uyv and, 
if u e X*, uZv ~L uyv. We let *~ (~L*) be the transitive reflexive extension of 
(~L).  The language generated by G is 
L(a)  = (w ~ Z* F S *~ w}. 
2 We denote the length of a word w by ] w l. 
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Context-free grammar G is linear if, for each rule Z -+ y in P, y contains at most 
one nonterminal. A language L is a linear context-free language i f L  = L(G) for 
some linear context-free grammar G. The grammar G is reduced either if G 
({S}, Z,  Z,  S) or if, for each A ~ V, there are x, y ~ V* with S *~ xAy and, 
for each A ~ V --  Z, there is a word w ~ 27* with A ~ w. For each grammar 
G -~ (V, Z, P, S), there is a reduced subgrammar G' = (V', Z', P', S) with 
V' - -  Z '  C V - -  Z, Z '  C Z, P '  C P, and L(G) -~ L(G') (Bar-Hillel, Perles and 
Shamir, 1961). 
We need a lemma giving some of the special pumping or iterative properties 
of a linear context-free language. Let us establish some special notation for ease 
of presentation. Let w be a nonempty word in a language L. We say that a 
nonempty word v is an iterative subword of w with respect o L if w = uvz and 
uv~z is in L for all n >/0.  A pair (v, y) with vy C: e is an iterative pair in w with 
respect o L if w -~ uvxyz and uvnxynz is in L for all n >/0;  if v :f ie v~ y, then 
(v, y) is a proper iterative pair. Usually, we omit "with respect o L"  since the 
language L is clear from the context. 
The following pumping lemma for linear context-free languages can be proven 
by standard methods; the proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be a linear context-free language. There is an integer k > 1 
with the following properties. I f  w is in L and I w ] >/k, then w can be decomposed as
where: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
w ~ ulv I "" utvtxytz t ...YtZl 
t ~ k and [ ulua ""utxz t "" z2zt[ < k, 
for 1 <~ i ~ t, vi y~ ~ e and (vi , y~) is an iterative pair in w, and 
for 1 ~ i ~ t, if ]vii > /k ly t l ,  then vt contains a subword iterative 
in w and i f  I Yi ] >/k  I vi ], then Yl contains a subword iterative in w. 
The heart of the proof lies in the following technical lemma which says that 
bounded languages with certain properties cannot be linear context-free. In 
our main lemma (Lemma 3), we shall show that if O~ (to be defined formally later) 
is not linear, then there is a finite state transduction of L(M) which has the pro- 
perties of the language in Lemma 2 and so is not linear context-free; whence, 
L(M) is not linear context-free. 
LEMMA 2. Let L C a+b+c+d+ be a language such that 
(1) a~bnCd~ L for alln, r ~ 1, 
(2) i f  anbncrd sis in L, then r ~ s, and 
(3) thereareintegerst t , z ~ 1 suchthat, i fanb~c~d'is inLandn > m, then 
(n -- m) tl ~ (r + s) t 2 . 
Then L is not linear context-free. 
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Proof. Assume that L is linear context-free. Let k be the integer in Lemma 1 
and consider a word 
w = a~bnc~d r 
with n > (2t2/t 1 -~ 1)k and r > 2hn - /3k .  Condition (1) guarantees that w eL. 
We can make some observations on iterative pairs and iterative subwords in L. 
Condition (2) implies that w cannot contain an iterative subword c; and that, 
if (c ~, d~) is an iterative pair in w, then p ~< q. Similarly, Condition (3) implies 
that w cannot contain an iterative subword a ~ and that, if (a ~, dq) is an iterative 
pair, then q >/(tilt2) p. I f  (a ~, cq) or (b ~, cq) is an iterative pair in w, then q <~ kp 
(or else w would have an iterative subword in cq). 
Now consider the factorization 
w = ulv 1 "'" utvtxy~z~ ""y lz  1 
given by Lemma 1. Since n > k and r > k, the a's and c's must be parts of 
proper iterative pairs (v i , Yi); clearly, v~ , Yi ~ a* w b* u c* u d*. Let us 
examine the possibilities. 
If, for any i, vi ~ a + and Yi ~ c+, then all but (at most) k c's must form proper 
iterative pairs with the a's and b's. But then r -- k ~ 2kn, a contradiction. If, 
for any i, v ie  a + and Yi ~ b+, then the c's must enter iterative pairs with the a's 
and we obtain again a contradiction. I f the b's enter iterative pairs with the c's, 
then again the c's can enter pairs only with the a's and b's and we obtain a 
contradiction. Finally, if none of the above occurs, the a's, b's and c's all enter 
iterative pairs only with d's (the b's can form iterative subwords). Hence (ignoring 
the b's), the number of d's compared to the number of a's and c's must satisfy 
t~ (n - -  k) @ ( r - -  h) > -i~2 2 k @ ( r - -  h) > r + k 
a contradiction. 
So L cannot be linear context-free. | 
Let M = (K, Z, F, H, %,  Z o , F) be a pda. The canonical grammar associated 
with M, denoted GM, is the equivalent reduced subgrammar of the grammar 
with nonterminal set 
V=(Kx  rX  K) V{S} 
for S a new symbol and production set 
{S --,- (%, Zo, f )  ] f in F} u {( p, Z, q) ---> a [ (p, Z, a, q, e) in H} 
u {( p, Z, q2) --> a(ql, 17, q2) I ( P, Z, a, ql, Y) in H, Y in F, q~ in K} 
u {(p, Z, q,~) --..- a(pl, Ylq~)(q~, Y2, q2)"" (qn-~, Y. ,  %) I (P, Z, a,pl, Yn""  Y~) 
in / / ,  n >~ 2, Y i in l " ,  q i inK} .  
643/42II-3 
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Not only is L(M) = L(Gm), but left-to-right derivations in GM are closely 
related to computations in M (Ginsburg, 1966). 
Let h be the homomorphism defined by h(( p, Z, q)) = Z. I f  
L* 
(p ,  Z ,  Pn+l)  ~ WO(Pl, Y1 ,  ql)C~l R ' ' "  (Pn ,  Yn ,  q,~)an a
with w o in 27", ~i in (K × /~ × K)*, then in M 
(p, Z) w2+ (P l ,  h(%)Yn "'" h(~l)Y1) 
and if 
O~i R ~ W i , 
with wi and xi in Z*, then in M 
and 
(P i ,  Y i ,  qi) ~ xi 
(Pi,  Yi) x ,  (qi, e) 
(q,, h(~,)) w,  (p,+l, e).3 
A nonterminal Z in G = (V, 27, P, S) is self-embedding if Z *~ uZv for some 
nonempty terminal strings u and v in 27+. Let us call Z regular if Z is not self- 
embedding and Z *~ y implies that y does not contain any self-embedding 
nonterminals. I f  Z is regular, then the language generated by Z 
L(G, Z) = {w in 27* [ Z ~ w} 
is regular (Chomsky, 1959). The converse is generally not true. However, it is 
true if G is the canonical reduced grammar for a realtime dpda. (cf. Harrison 
and Havel, 1972). 
To any reduced grammar G = (V, 27, P, S), we can associate its regular 
reduction G = (V, ~, P, S) which is essentially G except hat symbols regular 
in G are treated as terminals in G. Formally, if all nonterminals in G are regular, 
then the start symbol S is regular. In this case, we let S be new and set G = 
(V U {S}, V, {S' -+ S}, S); otherwise, we let S = S, V = V, Z = 27 L) {Z in 
V - -  27 1 Z is regular in G}, and/5 = p _ {Z -+ y I Z is regular in G}. We define 
the corresponding regular substitution 4 ~'a by ~-c(a) = {a}, a in 27 and 1-G(Z ) = 
L(G, Z) for Z in Z - -  2J. Clearly, L(G) = ~-G(L((7)). The family of linear context- 
3 Let w • be the reversal of w; so e R = e and, if al ,..., a~ are symbols, (a 1 ". a~) R = 
a~ "" a 1 . 
For each symbol a in a finite alphabet A, let ~(a) be a language. Extend r to A* by 
7(e) = {e} and r(xy) = r(x)r(y) and for L_CA*, let ~(L) = U~nLr(w). We call r a 
substitution; it is a regular substitution if r(a) is regular for each a in A. A family ~o is 
closed under egular substitution if T(L) is in .~e for each L in of and regular substitution 
~- onL. 
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free languages i  closed under regular substitution (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966) 
so, if G' is linear, so is L(G). The converse is not generally true but does hold in 
the case of interest here. 
We also use the fact that the family of linear context-free languages is closed 
under finite state transductions (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966). For this purpose, 
we define a finite state transducer as an a-transducer T -- (K, Z, A, H, qo ,F) 
where K is a finite set of states, Z' and A are the finite input and output vocab- 
ularies, q0 in K is the initial state, F C K is the set of final or accepting states, 
and H is a finite subset of K × 27* × F* × K, the transition set. A configuration 
of T is a member of K X Z* × T'*. I f  (q, u, v,p)  is in H and (q, uw, z) is a 
configuration, we write (q, uw, z)~-- (p, w, zv); we let ~- be the transitive 
reflexive extension of ~-. We define 
T(w) = {z j3 f  in F, (qo, w, e) ~- (f, e, z)} 
and for a language L, the tranduction of L by T is 
T(L) = (.J T(w). 
winL  
Now we are ready for our main lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a realtime dpda. I f  OM is not linear context-free, then L( M) 
is not linear context-free. 
Proof. Let M = (K, Z , / ' ,  H, qo, Zo, F). Since ~M is not linear context-free, 
we must have in GM: 
L* 
S ~ u(pl ,  I11, q~)r, 
L* 
~, ~ x~(p~, Y~, q2)~, 
~ z, 
(Pi, I11, ql) *~ xl, 
(P~, Y~, q2) *~ x~, 
where Xl, x2, x a ~Z'+, u, z ~2"  and (P l ,  I71, ql) and (p2,  I72, q2) are self- 
embedding in G M . 
Since (p l ,  ]71, ql) and (p2,  Yz, q2) are self-embedding in G M (and self- 
embedding derivations can be repeated as needed) and M is realtime, G M must 
have derivations: 
L* 
(Pl , Y~ , ql) ~ v~(pl, Y~ , ql)~, 
L* 
(p~, Y~, q~) ~ v~(p~, Y~, q~)3, 
3 *~y~ 
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(ql 
(q2 
(q2 
for somef  in F. 
Let R 1 be the regular set 
with %,  vg., Y l ,  Y2 ~ 27+, [ a ], 1/31 ~ f: uxlx2x~z l, I Yl I = ] % I and i Yl [: is a 
multiple of I x~ I. : " : 
Let h be the homomorphism given by h((p, Z, q)) =. Z,  and let 71 = h(YR), 
471 = h(~R), % = h(a R) and/3, = h(/3R)'. In  M, we have: 
(qo, Zo) -~  (p~, flY1), 
(p~, rl) I' (vl)(p~, ~1rl), 
(pl, Y1) t(xl)(ql, e), 
(ql %) ~ (Y,)(ql , e), 
Y~) 1' (v~)(p~, At=) , ,  
r~) ~ (~)(q~, ~), 
/31) ~ (Y=)(q~, e), 
71) "" (f, e) 
R, = u%+x 1yl+x~%+xa y2+z 
and L 1 = L(M) ~ R v We shall show that L,  is not linear context-free and hence 
L(M) is not linear context-free. 
Let T 1 be the finite state transducer with state set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, initial state 
1 and final state 6, and transition set: 
{(1, u, e, 2), (2, %, a, 2), (2, x 1 , e, 3), (3, Y l ,  b, 3), (3, x 2 , e, 4), 
(4, v~, c, 4), (4, Xa, e, 5), (5, Y2, d, 5), (5, z, e, 6)}. 
We shall show that L = TI(L1) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2 and so L, 
L 1 and L(M) are not linear context-free. 
Clearly, for all n, r >~ 1, u%~xly1~x2%~xzy2rzis in L 1 , and a~b~c~d  in L. I f  
a~b~c~d  is in L, then u%~xl yl~x2%~Xa y2~z is in L 1 . Thus,  input u%~xl yl~x2%~xz 
takes M from (q0, Z0) to (q2, ~1fi10. I f  s < r, then y~ takes M to (q2, ~lfi~-~) •
But, since 131 [ > 1 z 1, input z cannot erase the store and bring M to an 
accepting configuration. Hence, we must have s ~ r. I f  a~b~crd ~ ~L, with n > m, 
then u%~xlyl~x2%~Xzy~z~L1. Input u%~xlyl ~ takes M from (q0, Z0) to 
(ql, 71~-~) • Hence 
] x2xaz [ + r 1% I + s l Y~ I >~ 1 71 1 + (n -- m) 1% I, 
Let t 1 = I °~1 I and te = [ % I + [ Y~ ] + I x~xaz I. Then 
t2(r -}- s) > I x~xaz I -}- r [eo 2 ] q- s '1 Y2 [ >~ I 71 I + (n " m) h >~ (n -- m) t 1 . 
So L satisfies Lemma 2 and thus L(M) is not linear context-free. | 
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I f  GM is linear context-free, this implies that in M no accepting computation 
has more than one ' !hump" of size exceeding k ~ h(#K)2(#/ ' )  2, where h = 
Max{I y ] ] M has a transitioni(q, A, a, p, y)}.5 Thus, we can build from M an 
equivalent deterministic pda M which "smooths out" the small humps and so is 
single turn. Machine _/~ stores in its finite state control the last k + 1 pushdown 
store symbols and, having stored Ay, I Y I = k, pushes A. When M pops, M does 
not pop until it runs OUt of stored symbols, in which case it pops and stores the 
next h + 1 symbols (or lessl if the store is smaller). Machine 7~ also records the 
number of "large" humps in the computation of M, which is equal to the number 
of times M has had to pop after storing k + 1 Symbols. So a "turn" in 2~ corre- 
sponds to a large hump in M and, if two Occur, M blocks. Thus ~r  is single turn. 
It is not necessarily realtime, but makes at most k ~- 1 moves before advancing 
the input tape and hence can be  recoded to be realtime and single turn. So we 
have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. For a realtime pda M, if L(M)  is linear context-free, then we can 
construct from M a realtime single turn pda M such that L(M) = L(M). Hence a 
linear context-free language L can be accepted by final state and empty store by a 
realtime pda if and only if it can be accepted by final state and empty store by a 
single turn reaItime pda: 
This corollary does not hold if M does not accept by final state and empty 
store'or is not realtime. For example, if 
L ~-- {a~lc ~1 ,.. an'b ~" 1 r >/ 1, ni; m i /> 1, there exists j, 
1 ~< j ~ r such that m~ = n~.}, 
then L is linear context-free and can be accepted by final state by a realtime pda 
but no finite turn deterministic pushdown store automaton can accept L. 
Using Lemma 3, we see that it is polynomially decidable whether L(M) is 
linear context-free for M realtime. 
THEOREM 1. I t  is polynomially decidable for a realtime pda M whether L(M) 
is linear context-free. 
Proof. Valiant (1973) has shown that one can go from a realtimepda M to an 
equivalent 1-increasing realtime pda M 1 and thence to GM1 with only polynomial 
increase in size. Reducing a grammar G, testing whether a nonterminal is self- 
embedding or whether One nonterminal is reachable from another, can clearly 
be done in time polynomial inthe time it takes to test whetherL(G) is empty and 
the latter is polynomiat!y decidable (Valiant, 1973). Thus, one can go from G~ 1 
to CM~ in polynomial time and certainly test whether GM1 is linear context-free 
5 For a finite set A, #A is the number of elements in A. 
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in linear time. So one can, given M, construct M 1 and GM1 and test whether GM1 
is linear context-free in polynomial time, I f  GM1 is linear context-free then, as we 
have observed above, L(M)= L(M1)= ,a~(L(GM)) is linear context-free. 
I f  GM~ is not linear context-free, then by Lemma 3, L(M) = L(M1) is not linear 
context-free. | 
The class of linear context-free languages i closed under addition or deletion 
of endmarkers, o one can allow endmarkers on our pda. 
COROLLARY. It is polynomially decidable whether L is linear context-free if L 
is given by L~ = L(M) for a realtime pda M. 
Using the corollary to Lemma 3, we obtain the following consequence of 
Theorem l. 
THEOREM 2. "L(M1) = L( Me)" is decidable in time bounded by 
for M 1 a realtime pda, M e a single turn deterministic pda, and p(n) a polynomial in 
the size of M 1 and M e . 
Proof. I f  L(M1) is not linear context-free, then certainly L(M1) =/= L(Me). 
We can decide whether L(M1) is linear context-free in polynomial time by 
Theorem 1. If it is, we can construct (by the corollary to Lemma 3) a single turn 
realtime pda Ma with L(M1) = L(M~). Further, the construction can be carried 
out so that the size of Ma is bounded by 2 q(n) for q(n) a polynomial in the size 
of M 1 . Equivalence is decidable for single turn deterministic pda in time 
bounded by 22~(n) forfi(n) a polynomial in the size of the machines (Beeri, 1976). | 
Remarks. The decidability of the problem in Theorem 2 is implied by results 
in (Oyamaguchi et al, 1978) and (Greibach and Friedman, 1978b). However, 
the bound in the first case is unknown and, in the second case, involves one 
more exponential than the bound in Theorem 2. 
We conjecture that it is polynomially decidable whether L(M) is finite turn 
for M realtime and that in fact L(M) is finite turn if and only if G m is nonterminal 
bounded and Theorem 2 holds for M 2 finite turn. However, in the more general 
case, the proof of the analog of Lemma 2 is unpleasant; he analog of Lemma 3 
is long but straightforward. Lemma 3 no longer holds if M accepts by final store 
alone or if M is an arbitrary deterministic pushdown store automaton; however, 
we conjecture that it is still decidable whether the language accepted by M is 
linear context-free. 
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